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Evaluation Criteria Enterprise Community
Loan Fund

Forsyth Street Advisors Southeast Community
Capital Corporation dba
Pathway Lending

Round 1
Solicitation Acceptance Yes Yes Yes

Contract Acceptance Yes, with exceptions Yes, with exceptions Yes

ISA Questionnaire Completed and Terms Accepted Yes, with exceptions Yes, with exceptions Yes

Experience and Capacity (45 Points) 30 38 26

Methodology and Approach (45 Points) 29 36 25

Diversity Practices (10 Points) 5 4 9

Totals 64.00 78.00 60.00

RFQ# 239242 Housing Catalyst Fund Management

Strengths & Weaknesses

Enterprise Community Loan Fund

Strengths: Firm's response addressed everything we requested in the RFP except for the weaknesses noted below.

Weaknesses: Firm did not demonstrate that they would be capable of structuring, administering and managing a public private fund in
Nashville to receive and leverage the available Catalyst Fund resources. Firm did not adequately demonstrate a track record of managing
multiple funds of similar size in multiple juristictions specifically focused on housing and preservation. Firm did not demontrate that they
would have the ability to grow the amount of the fund with a management fee that is competitive. Firm did not include the fee structure
necessary to fund consistent managment of the fund. Firm did not adequately demonstrate a proposed timeline for implementation that
reflects a plan for prompt action while meeting all the needs of the scope. Firm did not adequately demonstrate their expertise developing
a property aquisition strategy, especially as it relates to funding mechanisms like the Housing Catalyst Fund.

Methodology and Approach (45 Points)

Experience and Capacity (45 Points)

Strengths: Firm's response addressed everything we requested in the RFP except for the weaknesses noted below.

Weaknesses: Firm did not demonstrate a strategy that determines the ideal financing structure needed to maximize the current resources
available. Firm did not adequately demonstrate a strategy that determines the ideal mix of housing types and incomes to maximize the
impact of funding for rental and homeownership. Firm did not demonstrate set targets for leverage and returns that will repay the fund
while meeting the top line objective of making housing affordable to households. Firm did not demonstrate deal terms that flex to match
the profile structure proposed by the applicant. Firm did not adequately demonstrate how they would work in coordination with Housing
Division and in aligment with Nashville's Unified Housing Strategy to build long term, strategic funding relationships. Firm did not
adequately demonstrate how they would lead relationships with a philanthropic, impact investing and corporate partners.

Diversity Practices (10 Points)
Strengths:

Weaknesses: Overall plan lacked detail regarding diversity equity inclusion practices.
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Forsyth Street Advisors

Strengths:

Weaknesses: Firm provided limited information regarding programmatic review and mentorship practices regarding diversity, equity and
inclusion practices.

Weaknesses: Firm did not determine an ideal timeline for deployment of capital based on recruiting pipeline for additional funding
partners.

Diversity Practices (10 Points)

Strengths: Firm's response addressed everything we requested in the RFP except for the weaknesses noted below.

Methodology and Approach (45 Points)

Experience and Capacity (45 Points)
Strengths: Firm's response addressed everything we requested in the RFP except for the weaknesses noted below.

Weaknesses: Firm did not adequately demonstrate ability to structure a fund that incorporates multiple ROI needs and investment
types. Firm did not demonstrate a proven availability to grow that amount with a managment fee that is competitive based on expertise
and track record. Firm did not include the fee structure necessary to fund consistent management of Fund. Firm did not adequately
demonstrate their expertise developing a property aquisition strategy, especially as it relates to funding mechanisms like the Housing
Catalyst Fund.

Southeast Community Capital Corporation dba Pathway Lending
Experience and Capacity (45 Points)

Strengths: Firm's response addressed everything we requested in the RFP except for the weaknesses noted below.

Weaknesses: Firm did not demonstrate a history of serving the affordable housing needs nationally. Firm did not adequately
demonstrate a track record of success managing multiple funds of similar size in multiple juristictions. Firm did not adequately
demonstrate a proven track record of addressing racial inequality in housing and advance racial equity in throughout all aspects of the fund.
Firm did not demonstrate their ability to structure a fund that incorporates multiple ROI needs and investment types. Firm did not propose
a timeline for implementation that reflects a plan for prompt action while meeting the needs of the scope. Firm did not demonstrate
expertise for developing a property aquisition strategy, especially as it relateds to funding mechanisms like the Housing Catalyst Fund.

Methodology and Approach (45 Points)
Strengths: Firm's response addressed everything we requested in the RFP except for the weaknesses noted below.

Weaknesses: Firm did not determine an ideal fund structure for highest impact and strong stewardship. Firm did not demonstrate deal
terms that flex to match the profit structure proposes by applicant. Firm did not incorporate expertise from managing similar funds in
similar juristictions for similar ends. Firm did not demonstrate an adequate plan to recruit addtional capital. Firm did not demonstrate a
plan to work in coordination of the Housing Division and in alignment with Nashville's Unified Housing Strategy to build long term, strategic
funding relationships. Firm did not adequately demonstrate a plan to recruit new funding and avoid competing with current donor
relationships. Firm did not demonstrate a plan to present deal committee with evidence based guidance and analysis.

Diversity Practices (10 Points)
Strengths: Firm presented detailed diversity, equity and inclusion plan practices regarding programatic review and mentorship.

Weaknesses:
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Ferguson, Scott (Finance)

From: Carr, Joe Ann (Finance - Contract Compliance)
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2022 3:35 PM
To: Ferguson, Scott (Finance)
Cc: Frye, Jeremy (Finance)
Subject: FW: Final BAO Review - RFQ# 239242 - Housing Catalyst Fund Management
Attachments: RFQ# 239242 - Evaluation Criteria Scoring Strengths and Weaknesses - Final.pdf

Scott,

The BAO final review, Diversity Plan score for this solicitation for the apparent awarded vendor is;

Forsyth St (4pts)
Firm provided limited information regarding programmatic review and mentorship practices regarding diversity, equity
and inclusion practices.

The solicitation will require monitoring in the B2Gnow system. Contact me with questions.

Regards,
JoeAnn Carr
Contract Compliance Officer
Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County  
Office of Minority and Women Business Assistance (BAO) 
730 2nd Avenue South, 1st Floor; PO Box 196300 
Nashville, TN 37219-6300 
(p) 615-880-2338 (f) 615-862-6175 

From: Ferguson, Scott (Finance) <Scott.Ferguson@nashville.gov>
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2022 10:51 AM
To: Carr, Joe Ann (Finance Contract Compliance) <JoeAnn.Carr@nashville.gov>
Cc: Lane, Michelle (Finance Procurement) <Michelle.Lane@nashville.gov>
Subject: Final BAO Review RFQ# 239242 Housing Catalyst Fund Management

JoeAnn,

This RFP closed July 14th 2022 and final Evaluation Scoring was completed on August 16th 2022. Will you
conduct final BAO review?

Please let me know if you need additional information.

If you have any follow up questions, don’t hesitate to contact me.

Thanks!


